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ABSTRACT

Financial institutions (FIs) use the state-of-the-art data management and data engineering solutions to support their day-to-day businesses. They follow strict data governance policies as well as country and international regulations. In spite of these facts, the quality of their data is not perfect. Experts in the field estimate that from 1% to about 5% of data owned by financial institutions are dirty. Typically, FIs include in their IT architectures from dozens to a few hundreds of data sources that are being integrated in multiple data warehouses. Such complex architectures generate substantial monetary costs and they are difficult to manage. FIs compete in the financial services market. One way to gain a competitive advantage is to apply the latest technologies for the purpose of data management and shortening a software development cycle. A promising direction is to migrate on-premise infrastructures into private, public, or private-public cloud architectures. In this paper we present our experience from preparing and running a project for a big financial institution in Poland. The project is run in two stages: (1) building a central repository of customers data and (2) developing a data lake architecture in a private-public cloud.

1 INTRODUCTION

Financial institutions (FIs) use the state-of-the-art data management and data engineering solutions to store and process their data. They apply strict data governance policies, defined by country (e.g., Financial Supervision Commission in Poland) and international (e.g., European Banking Authority) financial regulatory authorities. User applications, before being deployed in operational IT architectures, undergo thorough testing. FIs strive to gain a competitive advantage by constantly providing new products and services, necessitating the use of the latest technologies and shortening the software development process. Despite the care for the quality of the produced software and data governance processes, the quality of data in financial databases is not perfect. Experts in the field estimate that from 1% to about 5% of data owned by FIs are dirty - mainly with missing or erroneous values, duplicated, and outdated.

Duplicates mainly concern customers data, for the following reasons. First, banks buy other banks, with their information systems and data stored there. Second, some banking products (e.g., a checking account and a stockbroker account) require a separate customer instance in a system for each product, even if a real customer is the same. Third, the imperfection of the software and processes used in data governance allow to create separate customer instances in an information system for the same physical customer even if it is not necessary. Fourth, FIs often function in capital groups, in which individual entities have their own customer databases. In order to manage the relationship with a customer at the level of a capital group, deduplication of customer data is necessary. It is worth to mention that core customers data are related to other data, like contact addresses. This way, duplicate customers data cause duplicates of the related data.

Outdated data is the second issue impacting the quality of data in a FI. This problem concerns customers last names (typically caused by name changing after getting married), postal address (caused by moving to another location), phone numbers, and email addresses, to name the most typical cases.

Duplicated and outdated data cause economic loses and deteriorate reputation of a FI. Thus, clean data are necessary for efficiently conducting a business and for proper functioning artificial intelligence technologies (prediction models, natural language processing, chat bots), which are becoming increasingly important in sales and service processes.

The world of data and IT architectures of a FI must ensure: unambiguous identification of customers, ensure security requirements, meet risk needs, and meet the requirements imposed by institutions regulating the market, including counteracting terrorist financing and money laundering. Another important aspect influencing an IT architecture and data governance policies in a FI is virtualization and service automation. The above aspects, on the one hand, require correct, up-to-date data, but on the other hand, the security policies adopted by a FI limit the possibility of entering or modifying data via remote channels.

Typically, FIs include in their IT architectures from dozens to hundreds of data sources (DSs). Efficient processing of data in different database structures, distributed among multiple DSs, requires the application of an integration architecture. An industry standard is a data warehouses (DW) architecture. In this architecture, DSs are integrated in a central repository - data warehouse by the so-called Extract Transform Load (ETL) processes or their alternative ETL variants (a.k.a. data processing workflows, data processing pipelines, or data wrangling [18, 29]).

An ETL process first extracts data of interest from multiple DSs. Second, it transforms, cleans, and homogenizes the data. Finally it loads the data into a DW. The ETL alternative, extracts data from DSs, loads them in their original formats into an intermediate storage (called an operational data store, data stage, or staging area) and then transforms the data and loads them into a DW. Traditional IT architectures are build based on multiple stand-alone servers and/or data warehouse appliances (e.g., IBM Pure Data for Analytics - Netezza, Oracle Exadata, SAP Hana, Teradata). ETL processes are run by dedicated engines, e.g., [12], typically deployed on a dedicated hardware.
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Such complex architectures are difficult to manage from a technological point of view and generate substantial monetary costs. In this context, two following business trends can be observed.

- Leading FIs initiate projects aiming at transforming their on-premise infrastructures into novel architectures - either hybrid or cloud. A hybrid architecture includes on-premise databases integrated with databases in a cloud (either private or private-public). Data in both on-premise databases and in a cloud can be accessed and dynamically integrated via a dedicated software layer (with the functionality of a mediated architecture and ETL processes). A pure cloud architecture assumes that all on-premise databases have been migrated into a cloud eco-system. In this eco-system, cloud data warehouses are built as well, based on dedicated systems (e.g., Amazon Redshift, Snowflake, Presto, Google BigQuery, Azure Synapse Analytics, Oracle Autonomous Data Warehouse, IBM Db2 Warehouse on Cloud) [33].
- FIs are building cloud repositories of heterogeneous data, typically ingested from sources external to a company, including among others open data published by (local) governments, professional portals, and social media. The data are stored in the repository in their original formats. Such a repository is typically called a data lake (DL) [23, 38]. Further, these data are unified either on-the-fly in the so-called logical data warehouse (LDW) [11, 20, 30] or are homogenized and uploaded into a physical cloud data warehouse (CDW) [16, 31, 37]. Another possible architecture to store and query heterogeneous data is a polystore. In this architecture, a few physical data repositories (each of which stores unified data represented in the same data model) are virtually integrated and queried by means of a mediated architecture [5, 10, 17, 41].

Cloud technologies are inevitable also in the financial sector, and the usage of these technologies is already supported by country financial regulatory authorities. For example, in January 2020, the Financial Supervision Commission in Poland approved a document with guidelines and recommendations for deploying cloud services in FIs, thus giving a green light for IT projects based on cloud technologies in the financial sector. In particular, Recommendation D.10.6 Cooperation with external service providers (by the Financial Supervision Commission) defines 5 requirements that an external cloud provider must fulfill to be able to offer services for a financial institution.

In this paper, we present our initial experience and challenges in launching a project for a big financial institution in Poland (for this publication, we are not authorized to reveal the name of the institution). Since the project has just started, it is too early to present solutions to the challenges mentioned in this paper. The project is divided into two stages. The first one aims at building a Central Repository of Customers Data, integrated from several data sources (cf. Section 2). The second stage aims at building a Cloud Data Repository architecture in a Polish National Cloud1 (it is a private-public cloud operated by Microsoft and Google). A few on-premise databases will be next migrated into the repository (cf. Section 3).

## 2 STAGE 1: BUILDING CENTRAL REPOSITORY OF CUSTOMERS DATA

In this stage, data about customers and data related to customers, from multiple data sources, are integrated into the Central Repository of Customers Data (CRCD).

### 2.1 Stage goals

The goals to achieve within this stage are as follows:

- **G1** - to integrate customers data and related data in the CRCD;
- **G2** - to homogenize the structures of records describing customers and the structures of related data, coming from multiple data sources;
- **G3** - to homogenize values of the integrated data;
- **G4** - to clean data;
- **G5** - to develop data deduplication pipelines, in two variants: based on statistical models and based on machine learning models;
- **G6** - to develop machine learning models for customers data aging.

### 2.2 Architecture

An overall technical architecture being build in this stage is shown in Figure 2.2. It is a standard data warehouse architecture, where goals G1-G4 are implemented by means of ETL processes. Source customers data and related data are stored in relational databases, denoted as $DS_1$-$DS_6$; the CRCD is also a relational database (Oracle DBMS). In order to support data cleaning and standardization, ETL processes use open data sources (denoted as openDS) and paid data sources (denoted as paidDS). Both types of DSs are made available by the public administration. These sources include reference data, among others: citizen unique IDs, administrative division of a country, zip codes, and companies.

An important functionality of the ETL layer is a data deduplication pipeline (DDP). The DDP realizes goal G5. Having profiled the customers data in the available source systems, we conclude that the DDP cannot be fully automatized and there are cases where an expert knowledge is required to support the process, however, the DDP is to minimize the number of rows requiring manual work.

Being processed by the ETL processes, customers and related data are uploaded into the CRCD. The usage of the CRCD is twofold. First, its content is to be analyzed by data mining algorithms in order to discover models for data aging (goal G6). The overall idea behind this component is to be able to discover classes of data and their properties that share similar (or identical) aging characteristics. Second, the CRCD will become a source of truth for the whole data infrastructure of the FI, thus it will be accessed by other internal systems of the FI.

### 2.3 Challenges

While designing the aforementioned architecture, even though it is a standard one, we encountered a few issues. The most challenging ones include: (1) designing a data deduplication pipeline and (2) developing ML models for predicting data aging.

#### 2.3.1 Designing data deduplication pipeline

An important and challenging task in the ETL is a data deduplication pipeline. The state of the art pipeline [8, 26] is shown in Figure 2.3.1. It is composed of four main tasks, namely blocking, block processing, entity matching, and entity clustering. Blocking aims at dividing
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into groups that are likely to represent duplicates, with the final goal to reduce the number of records that need to be compared. In this DDP, records are compared only within blocks they belong to, which can be done in parallel. Block processing aims at reorganizing records in blocks, in order to further reduce the number of needed comparisons. Entity matching consists in computing similarity measures between records. Finally, in the entity clustering step, identical records (i.e., those whose similarity measures, e.g., [24, 42] are higher than a given threshold) are grouped together and merged.

Even though, research on deduplication has been done for decades, and multiple algorithms have been developed for each step in the DDP, the whole pipeline has to be constructed manually. The main problem remains in selecting the most adequate algorithm to run each of the four tasks, so that the pipeline maximizes precision and recall. To fully solve this problem, one would need to apply a greedy approach of testing the results of all possible combinations of these algorithms. However, it is not feasible as it is an optimization problem of an exponential complexity. For example, in block building there are at least 14 popular algorithms, in block processing there are at least 18 algorithms, in entity matching there are at least 20 algorithms, and in entity clustering there are at least 7 algorithms [9, 25–27], resulting in at least 35280 combinations.

The algorithms in the DDP assume that the processed data have been cleaned and standardized earlier. In the case of customer data, such cleaning and standardization is not possible for first and last names, as there are multiple variants of standard names. For example, names like ‘Anna’ and ‘Ana’ may be treated as being the same, assuming that a typo was done, or as being two different names; a non-Latin name may be translated into the Latin alphabet in multiple ways.

Once the entity clustering step has identified records representing the same customer, a reference customer record needs to be build based on these records. If, however, the records differ with values of addresses, a problem arises in figuring out which address it is the current one. Typically, changes in data are timestamped and in such a case, the most recently timestamped address and other contact data may be used as the current ones. Unfortunately, in the reality, the most recent timestamp may be old. In such a case, it is probable that some data may have changed since then. This observation led us to the conclusion that data aging models could help solving also this problem (cf. Section 2.3.2).

To conclude, having done the analysis of the state of the art in designing the DDP, to the best of our knowledge, we conclude that an automatic approach to constructing an end-to-end data deduplication pipeline has not been proposed yet for traditional record-like data. The problem is getting more difficult for the deduplication of big data, mainly, because big data are represented in a plentitude of different formats. Before applying the DDP, all these data must be unified into the same format, which itself is a challenge. We encountered this problem in the second stage of our project (cf. Section 3).

2.3.2 Developing ML models for data aging. An intrinsic feature of some types of data, is their aging. Four main types of such data are of special interests by FIs, namely: (1) customers last names, (2) customers identification documents, (3) postal addresses, and (4) contact addresses (phone numbers, emails). Such data become outdated mainly as the result of: last name changing after getting married or divorced, expiry dates reached by identification documents, customers moving to other locations, as well as changing phone numbers and email addresses.

Outdated data decrease reliability of data and cause financial losses. For these reasons, FIs so far have been using analog methods to keep customers data up to date (e.g., checking data upon a customer arrival to a FI branch, checking data of delivered and not deliver mailings, calling a customer to verify her/his data). Moreover, FIs strive to ensure the highest possible level of customer self-service by means of remote services via the Internet, which results in limited contact between employees of a branch network and customers. Therefore, the analog methods of verifying the correctness and timeliness of customer data either do not work or are insufficient in terms of costs, speed, and the amount of data that can be updated.

For this reason, in this project we aim at developing data aging models based on ML techniques. We assume that dedicated models will be built at least for a few age groups of customers. To the best of our knowledge, such models have not been proposed yet in the context of our project. The only approach addressing a related problem is [44], but in the context of temporal data. Other approaches address the problem of moving cold data from a hot to a cold storage, e.g., [32] or to an external storage, e.g., [7].

At this stage of the project development, we plan to start experimenting with classification for building data aging models. It is very likely that data imbalance will require the application also of other ML techniques, like neural networks.

3 STAGE 2: BUILDING CLOUD DATA REPOSITORY

In this stage, the so-called Cloud Data Repository (CDR) is build (notice that such a repository has features of a data lake). The CDR will include: (1) the CRCD developed in Stage 1 (cf. 2), (2) the data sources storing data related to customers records, and (3)
While designing the aforementioned architecture we encountered with customers’ data from the CRCD processes, (2) handling the evolution of data sources, (3) designing the following challenges: (1) designing efficient ETL/ELT processes in the CRCD only until the DW is fully operational. After achieving a fully operational architecture, the CRCD will be replaced by the DW in the CDR.

### 3.2 Architecture

The aforementioned goals will be achieved in the architecture that we have designed and will be implementing. The architecture is shown in Figure 3.2. It is a hybrid cloud eco-system, where some DSs are stored in an on-premise architecture (DS₁, ..., DSᵢ and CRCD) and some DSs are stored in a private-public cloud eco-system.

The core component of the hybrid cloud eco-system is the Cloud Data Repository. It includes:

- **Internal company DSs**, denoted as IDs₁,...,IDsₘ, and CRCD; these DSs will be migrated from the on-premise architecture into the CDR; the sources are relational databases and they store customers and related data; notice that the CRCD developed in the first stage is also integrated into the CDR;
- **External DSs**, denoted as EDSᵣ, EDSₛ, and EDSₚ; EDSₐ stores data ingested from open data provided by the public administration; EDSᵣ stores data ingested from commercial repositories (paid) provided by the public administration; EDSₛ stores data ingested from professional and social media sources in the Internet and internal customer behavioral data; EDSᵣ, EDSₛ, and EDSₚ store data related to customers (both individuals and companies); these DSs are non-relational, typically HTML, XML, JSON, and RDF;
- a **data warehouse**, denoted as DW, integrating customers and related data from: (1) IDs₁,...,IDsₘ, (2) CRCD, and (3) EDSᵣ, EDSₛ, EDSₚ, cleaned, deduplicated, and unified into a common data format; the content of the DW will become the source of truth about customers for the on-premise databases in the FI.

Data from DSs in the Cloud Data Repository will be integrated into the DW by means of ETL/ELT processes implemented in the cloud eco-system. The DW will be periodically refreshed with customers data from the CRCD by means of ETL processes implemented in Informatica. Since the CRCD is replicated into the DW, the CRCD will be maintained in the on-premise architecture only until the CDR is fully operational. After achieving a fully operational architecture, the CRCD will be replaced by the DW in the CDR.

### 3.3 Challenges

While designing the aforementioned architecture we encountered the following challenges: (1) designing efficient ETL/ELT processes, (2) handling the evolution of data sources, (3) designing logical and physical data lake schemas for storing unstructured data, and (4) provisioning optimal cloud resources.

#### 3.3.1 Designing efficient ETL processes.

Typically, in a standard DW architecture, all ETL processes must finish within a given time window, usually within a few hours, to make a DW available for analytics. Therefore, assuring efficient executions of ETL processes (typically measured by throughput and an overall execution time) is challenging [1]. In a DL architecture, this task is much more challenging due to two main reasons. First, ETL processes in a DL architecture ingest and process larger data volumes than in a standard DW architecture. Second, the variety and complexity of data models and formats that ETL processes must process is much larger in a DL architecture.

In practice, the performance of an ETL process may be improved by: (1) scaling up or out hardware on which the process is run, (2) running the process in parallel, and (3) reordering its tasks [19, 34]. Existing commercial ETL/ELT tools provide means of parallelizing ETL tasks, but it is the responsibility of an ETL developer to select tasks for parallelization and to apply an appropriate parallelization skeleton. Reordering ETL tasks may reduce the execution time of an ETL process, but finding a reordering that would yield the shortest execution time is of exponential complexity [35]. Again, either commercial or free ETL engines do not offer any means for automatic optimization of ETL processes by tasks reordering, with the exception of IBM InfoSphere and Informatica PowerCenter, which allow to move some tasks into a data source to be executed there [14, 21].

To sum up, the performance of an ETL process largely depends on a manual orchestration and parallelization of tasks within an ETL process by an ETL developer. At this stage of the project, we plan to apply a known heuristic to place the most restrictive tasks, i.e., those which filter data, at the beginning of an ETL process, in order to reduce a data volume ingested by an ETL process as soon as possible. Another promising direction would be to allocate adequate cloud resources to run a given ETL process under a monetary or time constraint budget, in the spirit of [2].

#### 3.3.2 Handling evolution of DSs.

An intrinsic feature of internal company DSs and external DSs is the evolution of their structures (schemas) in time [39, 40]. Internet data sources evolve...
much frequently than internal company DSs. Such evolution has an impact on a data integration layer, i.e., ETL, processes ingesting data from evolving DSs stop working with errors.

As part of the preparation to the project described in this paper, we had run a pilot micro-project aiming at creating a micro-DL with data ingested from Internet data sources. The micro-DL stored: (1) data about companies being customers of the FI and (2) descriptions of financial products offered by banks in Poland. To this end, we integrated: (1) a few professional portals providing data about companies (including LinkedIn, Glassdoor, GoldenLine) and (2) several portals of banks offering services in Poland, to compare their product offers.

We applied an ELT architecture in two alternative cloud ecosystems, namely GCP and AWS. In both cases we experienced problems with fast (sometimes day-to-day) changing structures of data provided by the aforementioned Internet data sources. As a consequence, previously designed and deployed ELT processes generated errors and needed to be repaired, i.e., adjusted to new structures of the changed DSs. This had to be done manually as neither of the commercial and free ELT/ELT tools supports an automatic repair of such processes. It is one of the still open problems in DW/DL research [6, 43].

The second problem caused by evolving DSs is related to detecting data changes and structural changes. A DW or DL are typically refreshed incrementally. To this end, an ETL/ELT process has to construct the increment (a.k.a. delta). However, in multiple architectures, the only way to access a DS is to use its data export (a.k.a. snapshot) provided by the DS. Frequently, such a snapshot includes the whole content of the DS. From this content, the ETL/ELT process has to extract the increment. It is done by comparing two consecutive snapshots. When a DS changed its structure, then two consecutive snapshots could not be comparable, thus an increment could not be constructed.

Furthermore, snapshot comparison is challenging for DSs that use complex data structures (e.g., graphs, semi-structured, NoSQL) as the comparison algorithm has to be able to traverse nested structures and handle cases when new nested objects appear.

The micro-project revealed that while dealing with Internet data sources, one cannot use off-the-shelf solutions (as they do not exist). In the project, ETL processes were repaired manually. Data increments were constructed by comparing two consecutive snapshots of nested data, at a cost of expensive processing. The snapshot comparison algorithm had to be changed manually when a DS changed its structure.

3.3.3 Designing logical and physical DL schemas. Designing logical and physical schemas for relational DWs is a very well researched topic, supported by mature relational database management systems as well as by design and development tools. DW modeling is a fundamental task being done in an early phase of a DW development. Modeling data lakes still needs to be researched. Dealing with unstructured data tempts a designer to apply NoSQL storage, to model a flexible schema. Unfortunately, NoSQL storage servers are not mature yet and they do not offer a rich SQL syntax, advanced indexing, and advanced cost-based query optimization. On the contrary, relational database management systems (especially the commercial ones) offer such features at the cost of rigid schemas.

Despite of the fact that research is being conducted on data lake modeling (i.e., for unstructured data), e.g., [13, 15], there is no commonly accepted modeling method. Research and development in physical storage, physical data structures, e.g., [28, 45], and query optimization techniques for NoSQL storage, e.g., [22] is being conducted as well, but there is no single product that would offer all these three important functionalities, which mature commercial RDBMSs do offer.

To conclude, designing logical DL schemas, physical storage, and physical data structures are not guided by any method (like for relational databases) and must be done case by case (ad-hoc).

3.3.4 Provisioning optimal cloud resources. While deploying a cloud architecture, one typically aims at achieving the best possible performance with minimized monetary costs paid for the cloud infrastructure. Different types of processing (e.g., analytical, transactional, ETL) require different amounts of cloud resources (e.g., the number of virtual machines, the number of CPU and cores, main memory, disk storage).

Provisioning optimal resources for a given type of processing to maximize performance is contradictory to minimizing monetary costs and the optimization of these goals is a combinatorial problem of exponential complexity, e.g., [3]. Despite the fact that some research has been and still is conducted in this area, e.g., [4, 29, 36], it is considered for the time being as an open problem.

4 SUMMARY

In this paper we outlined a project being done for a big financial institution in Poland. Its goal is to build a system providing clean data about customers and their related data, augmented from external data sources. To this end, a hybrid architecture is built for the FI. The architecture is composed of the on-premise databases and the private-public cloud eco-system. The cloud eco-system will include customers data and data related to customers, migrated from the old on-premise architecture and data ingested from Internet data sources.

The focus of this paper is on presenting the hybrid architecture that we designed and on challenges that we encountered while realizing the project (since the project has just started, we are not able to provide solutions to the challenges yet).

Based on the gained early experience and based on the state of the art analysis in research and technology, we can draw the following conclusions:

- a commonly shared knowledge on building data lakes in a cloud for a FI is not available (as the most probable it is considered as a company’s asset);
- comprehensive methods for guiding the process of efficient data migration from an on-premise to a cloud architecture are not available either;
- a comprehensive method for building logical and physical DL models are not available either;
- a reference DL architecture in a cloud for a FI is not available (as the most probably it is considered again as a company’s asset);
- finally, an end-to-end method for designing and deploying a data lake for a FI (from conceptual, logical, and physical modeling, through data migration and ingestion, data governance, to performance optimization) still needs to be developed.

Moreover, running a project for a big FI requires usage of commercial tools at every development stage and for every task of a DW and DL development step. For a big FI, the only applicable solution is to use powerful commercial software.
example, commercial ETL engines offer rich functionalities, including parsing addresses and names, algorithms ready to use, cleaning techniques and some deduplication techniques, parallel processing either in on a single server or in a cloud, accessing non-relational data. Also technical support from a software house is of great importance. In the described project we use Informatika for data profiling and ETL; Oracle databases - for storing internal company data, including the CRCD; Microsoft Azure and Google Cloud Platform - as private-public cloud eco-systems in the Polish National Cloud.
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